9th Annual Maryland
HIMSS Golf Tournament
Monday May 13, 2019
Registration and Breakfast at 08:30

Shotgun Start at 10:00am

Hosted at one of the most beautiful courses in the area, the Hayfields Country Club, will serve
as the perfect place for you to enjoy a wonderful day of golf and entertainment, while providing
ample time to interact with current and potential customers from the healthcare industry.
The event has grown in popularity over the past 8 years and registration fills up quickly! We
look forward to your sponsorship to help us make this a great success! Please review the
sponsorship opportunities presented on the next several pages, and let us know which would be
right for you.
Steve Meier Golf Tournament Chair
Email: steve.meier@cpeople.com
Phone: 443-797-7006

Walter Bergman
Email: walter.bergman@jhmi.edu
Phone: 240-676-1051

Dinner Sponsor $3500 Sold







1 Golf foursome, lunch and dinner (4) Players
Mulligan for each member of your foursome
Verbal recognition at the Dinner Reception
Signage at the Dinner Reception
Inclusion in the event program (Half Page)
Sign recognition at golf registration

Cocktail Hour Sponsor $3500
Sold







1 Golf foursome, lunch and dinner (4) Players
Mulligan for each member of your foursome
Verbal recognition at the Dinner Reception
Signage at the Dinner Reception
Inclusion in the event program (Half Page)
Sign recognition at golf registration

Hole Sponsor $1750







1 Golf twosome, lunch and dinner (2) Players
Mulligan for each member of your twosome
Signage at one of our holes
Inclusion in the event program (Logo)
Sign recognition at golf registration
Ability to place table and one (1) greeter at your
hole

Beverage Sponsor $3500







1 Golf foursome, lunch and dinner (4) Players
Mulligan for each member of your foursome
Verbal recognition at the Dinner Reception
Signage at the Dinner Reception
Inclusion in the event program (Half Page)
Sign recognition at golf registration

Lunch Sponsor $1750 Sold







1 Golf twosome, lunch and dinner (2) Players
Mulligan for each member of your foursome
Verbal recognition at the Dinner Reception
Signage at the Dinner Reception
Inclusion in the event program (Half Page)
Sign recognition at golf registration

Breakfast Sponsor $1750 Sold







1 Golf twosome, lunch and dinner (2) Players
Mulligan for each member of your foursome
Verbal recognition at the Dinner Reception
Signage at the Dinner Reception
Inclusion in the event program (Half Page)
Sign recognition at golf registration

Goody Bags
Every Golf Tournament deserves a great give-away bag for the participants. Contact us if you would like
to contribute towards goodie bags, golf balls, tees, towels or anything golf related.

Course Map

Hole 1
This downhill slight dogleg right hole has a large pond guarding the left
Par 4
side of the fairway. The drive should favor left center of the fairway
380 yards leaving a level stance for a short iron approach.

The tee shot carries an environmentally sensitive area and needs to
Hole 2
avoid the bunkers that frame the landing area. The second shot must
Par 5
555 yards carry the two cross bunkers to reach the green in two for an eagle
opportunity.

Hole 3
A pond right of the green makes any pin location right of center difficult
Par 3
to reach. A large bunker protects the left side of the green as
180 yards well. Miss the green and par will be a very good score.

This uphill hole requires a long straight tee shot to avoid the bunkers
Hole 4
on the left and right. A middle iron approach to the elevated green
Par 4
411 yards where players cannot see the putting surface. Proper club selection is
a must. Miss-club could result in a 100-foot putt.

This downhill par 5 is reachable in two with a tee shot in the
Hole 5
fairway. Bunkers protect the right side of the landing area and the
Par 5
531 yards fairway slopes to a pond on the left, which runs almost the length of
the hole. An eagle is just as likely as double bogey.

One of the most difficult holes on the front side, this straightaway hole
Hole 6
plays into the prevailing west wind. The same pond which protects the
Par 4
437 yards 5th hole, protects the left side of this hole. Two well-struck shots will
reach the green, which is undulating. Par is a very good score.

The highest hole on the course is often at the mercy of the wind. The
Hole 7
hole features a double fairway with a 15-foot elevation change
Par 4
417 yards between the two. The uphill tee shot must find either fairway leaving a
middle iron approach to an undulating green.

A picturesque par-3, and signature hole. This downhill hole requires a
Hole 8
precise tee shot to avoid the pond and bunkers which guard the front
Par 3
210 yards and back of the green. The green is only 20 yards deep so proper
club selection is a must.

This uphill, dogleg left hole requires a well struck tee shot splitting
Hole 9
three fairway bunkers which frame the landing area. Players cannot
Par 4
385 yards see the landing area, so picking the correct line for the tee shot is a
must. A short iron approach will reach yet another undulating green.

A picturesque view of the back nine and Oregon Ridge faces the
Hole 10
player from the tee. The downhill tee shot requires placement as
Par 4
362 yards opposed to length to avoid the bunkers and pond. A slight uphill short
iron approach should find the green, which slopes from left to right.

This slightly downhill par 3 allows the player a full view of the
Hole 11
green. Bunkers guard the right and left sides of the green, which
Par 3
167 yards slopes from back to front. A well-struck tee shot will provide a birdie
opportunity.

This uphill tee shot must carry an environmentally sensitive area into
the prevailing wind. The fairway offers plenty of room to the right,
Hole 12
however, hugging the left side avoids carrying the bunkers, which
Par 4
398 yards guard the right side of the green. The player cannot see the green
from the fairway so proper club selection is a must for the approach
shot.

The hole features a double fairway separated by a large bunker. The
Hole 13
landing area on the right fairway is very generous, but the narrow
Par 4
fairway to the left is the shortest route to the hole. A well-struck tee
433 yards shot will leave a middle iron approach to the green which slopes from
back to front.

Hole 14
Par 3

A demanding tee shot across an environmentally sensitive area to a
green protected by bunkers front and back make par a terrific

200 yards score. Depending upon the wind, this hole requires a tee shot with
any club from middle iron to fairway wood.

The tee shot must avoid a pond and native areas on the left and
Hole 15
bunkers on the right. A short iron approach will be left to a green
Par 4
protected by bunkers on the right and grass collection areas on the
384 yards left. Two properly played shots should be rewarded with a birdie
opportunity.

Back into the prevailing wind, the tee shot needs to be long and
Hole 16
straight to avoid the bunkers on the right side of the fairway. The
Par 5
approach bends gently to the right with a pond guarding the green for
553 yards those attempting to reach in two. A large undulating green puts a
premium on putting.

An uphill blind tee shot must split two sets of bunkers guarding the
Hole 17
landing
area, which slopes downhill toward the green. Depending
Par 4
441 yards upon wind conditions, the tee shot will leave along to short iron
approach to a green that slopes from back to front.

The tee shot needs to be long and straight to avoid the bunkers and
rough guarding the sloping fairway. A tree rest in the middle of the
Hole 18
approach, giving an option on which side to hit. Reachable in two with
Par 5
597 yards a fairway wood or long iron, the shot can be "shaped" into the green or
carry deep bunkers guarding the front right. Tournaments are won or
lost on this hole, as birdie or double bogey are likely scores.

